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Abstract—This Single server is unable to handle clients requests with the fast growth of internet users and 
applications. Our network should be able to cope with large volume of traffic without introducing 
unnecessary delay. One solution to this problem is load balancing for network scalability and service 
availability. Load Balancer is a device that distribute the traffic among number of servers. But traditional 
vendor specific Load Balancer is a device that is much more expensive. Internet user can not change the 
functionality of that device means traditional Load Balancer are non programmable. In the network 
single Load Balancer become a single point of failure or sometimes in large network it become bottleneck.  
Software defined networking is a promising solution to all these disadvantages. In Software Defined 
Networking architecture, control and data plane are to be separated. We can convert a dumb openflow 
switch into Load Balancer by writing a program or application and run application at control plane. In 
this paper we written a traffic based Load Balancer program and run on controller named POX. With 
this program we are able to convert the dumb switch  into Load Balancer. Mininet emulation tool is used 
for experiment evaluation. SDN based Load Balancer is dynamic, less expensive and programmable as 
compared to traditional Load Balancer. 

Keywords- Traffic based load balancing, Mininet emulation tool, OpenFlow protocol, Software Defined 
Networking (SDN), POX. Python. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Social network, social web sites are the online services that has a high volume of traffic so these networks have to 
able to handle large volume of traffic per day.  Web server is unable to handle such a large amount of data so 
administrator have to face many problems regarding web server capacity. There are two solutions are available. 
First, we can increase the capacity of single web server. Second solution is that we have multiple web server that 
working collectively as a single web server. By this method services are replicated on all servers and we can 
increase reliability. These number of servers are called server pool or cluster of servers.  In this technology, 
incoming requests are forwarded among number of servers in transparent way [1].  

Load balancing scheme must be adopted to properly utilize the resources of a number of servers.  The chosen 
scheme has a Load Balancer entity doing the load balancing and purpose of algorithm is select the server which 
handle the client request. In dispatcher-based load balancing, dispatcher or Load Balancer setup at the ingress port 
of the network that receive the inputs from a client and distributing the client requests among number of servers. 
Load Balancer is a front end of server. The scheduling policy is also run at Load Balancer to select a server where 
client request is forwarded. [2] The  scheduling policy has a important role in load balancing architecture. If the  
scheduling policy select a correct server then we can increase throughput of cluster and decrease response time.  

  Our distributed architecture allows that we can easily scale the size of network.  It is necessary when we have 
to add new servers in the clusters to cope the services of clients. Another advantages of adding new servers in the 
network is availability. If one server fail, another server handle the traffic of that server. 

  In our paper, We used POX controller to implement Traffic Based Load Balancing strategy. Various tasks are 
performed in this paper are as follow.   

  Created  “Traffic Based Load Balancing Strategy”. 

 Mininet Emulation Tool is used to test this algorithm. 

 Openload load testing tool is used to measure the performance parameters. 

 We compared our “Traffic Based Load Balancing” using SDN with previously implemented round 
robin strategy. The measured parameters are Transactions per second, Total number of  request, 
average response time.  
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In this paper, total VI sections are present. Second section describes what is SDN and Openflow protocol, 
Third section explaining the work that has already done. Fourth section discuss about load balancing algorithm, 
Fifth section  elaborate  about experiment topology and evaluation of experiment with the help of graph and  Fifth 
section mentioned what is  conclusion of paper and future work that we have done. 

II. SOFTWARE DEFINED NETWORKING ARCHITECTURE 

IT departments have unable to get a best performance form network  because traditional network devices such 
as routers, switches, Load Balancer, firewalls have limited functionality. But the demands of network users are 
increasing day by day. They have to configure each and every device individually, sometimes the total number 
of devices can be thousand. IT professionals have also developed large number of protocols to increase the 
performance of network. To setup and configure of these protocols and devices are very tedious task.    For 
example, after adding and removing the device from the network we have to configure switches, Access control 
list (ACL), routers, firewalls. It is very complex, long, error prone and tedious task [3].  

Forwarding, control and management are three planes in  network devices. The main task of data plane is 
forwarding the data. The main task of SDN controller or control plane is controlling the forwarding plane. 
Controller defines how should forwarding plane have to behave. This is done using the management plane by 
imposing the flow rules into the forwarding plane. In these devices, data plane, control plane and management 
plane are tightly bundled as shown in Fig. 1. If we want to adding new protocol, it must be deployed  in every 
network device. So adding new features in these devices are very difficult task. The complexity and cost of 
network is increase. The management of this network is also very tedious task. 

Figure 1. Traditional network vs software defined networking 

Software defined networking is a new technology in networks. The main purpose of SDN is to centralize the 
control plane called openflow controller. We can view or control the whole network from the central place by 
centralizing the control plane at common place as shown in Fig. 2. In this approach by writing the applications 
on top of control plane, we can manage the whole network. The configuration is also very easy due to separation 
of data plane and control plane [4]. We can easily change the network by writing the applications.  

Open Flow protocol is used to implement SDN (software defined networking). It is a standard protocol that is 
used between forwarding and control plane. The messages exchange between control and forwarding plane are 
defined by openflow protocol [5]. 

Openflow enabled or native switch, secure channel, Openflow controller are three components of Openflow 
architecture as shown in Fig. 3. For securely communication between  dumb switch and controller, secure channel 
is used. Each switch contains one or more number of tables. Number of flow rules are present in the table of 
switch. Each flow rule consists of matching parameter, actions and counters. These parameters define how 
packets will be handled. Ingress port, Source IP, Destination IP, Source mac, Destination mac are the matching 
parameters used for matching purpose. Actions specify how packet will be handled means what to do with the 
packet that are coming from source [6]. Counters are used to count the total packets in the  request and total 
number of flows. 

When packet coming from client reach at switch, packet matched against the flow entries of switch. 
Appropriate action is performed, if all matching parameters are matched. If match is not found, then action is 
performed according to table-miss entry such as dropping the packet or forward the packet to the controller.  
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Background And Related Work 

Before Dispatcher based load balancing implemented by traditional vendor specific network devices. These 
devices are also provided additional functionalities such as security features and caching. But these devices have 
many limitations. First, dedicated hardware is very expensive. The configuration of each and every device is also 
very difficult task for network administrator. The customizability is also not possible because rigid policy is used 
[7].  SDN Load Balancer remove all these limitations by converting a dumb openflow switch into powerful Load 
Balancer by simply writing a program on top of control plane. 

Uppal and Brandon [8] implemented three algorithms such as random, round-robin and load based algorithm. 
In random algorithm forward the request to random chosen server from a pool of servers. Main limitation of this 
strategy is that load is not equal at each server. In round-robin algorithm, forward the request to server in round 
robin fashion. One after another server is chosen from a pool of servers. Main limitation of this strategy is that it 
does not take into account server load or capacity. In load based strategy, forward the request to server  having 
lowest load.  Lowest load defined by the more number of pending requests.  

 Kaur et al. [9] also developed round robin load balancing strategy. Main limitation of this paper is that it does 
not considered  server actual load. 

The main limitation of all these approaches is unnecessary latency because first request message is pass 
through the Load Balancer then reply from the server also pass through the Load Balancer. But our algorithm use 
direct routing from server to client in return message. 

Finally, complete content and organizational editing before formatting. Please take note of the following items 
when proofreading spelling and grammar: 

III. LOAD BALANCING ALGORITHMS 

To properly utilize the server resources, load balancing is a mechanism that divide the total traffic from clients 
among a number of servers. By using this technology we can increase throughput, minimize response time and 
minimize overload on each server. In a dispatcher based strategy there is a pool of servers that are available to the 
client as a  single  resource with IP address 10.0.0.254. This is a virtual IP of dispatcher that act as a central point 
between clients and pool of servers. When clients requests are come then dispatcher control all the routing 
decision of requests.  There are two approaches for communication between clients and servers 1) if client want 
to access some online service then client send a request at ip address. The client request reaches at dispatcher 
(Load Balancer). Then Load Balancer send client request to server machine choosen by policy. Server send a 

 
 

Figure 2. Software defined networking architecture 
 

 
 

Figure 3. Openflow protocol 
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reply back to the Load Balancer and at last Load Balancer forward that reply to the client machine. In this case 4 
steps are involved as shown in Fig. 4. 

Mostly, in both forward and backward process the Load Balancer is involved that cause extra time to execute 
the request.  In our approach, the Load Balancer is not participated in backward process. In this server machine 
directly send the reply message to the client machine and eliminate the delay and extra time. This means in return 
traffic direct routing is used from server to client. In our new approach only 3 steps are involved as shown in 
Fig.5. 

Now we explained the algorithm which defined how Load Balancer select a particular server from a pool of 
servers. In this approach, the server having less number of packets is chosen. In this strategy after every 2 second, 
controller send a “flow _statistics_request” to the switch. OpenFlow switch send a reply to the controller. Then 
“flow_statistics_received” event generated at controller. The event handler in load balancing application count 
total number of packets handled by each server. After counting, the server with the lowest number of packet is 
chosen by the Load Balancer machine. Then Load Balancer send a packet to the chosen server. 

IV. EXPERIMENT SETUP AND EVALUATION 

The topology that we use for our experiment consist of 1 POX controller [10], 1 OpenFlow switch, 4 hosts. The 
host having IP address 10.0.0.4 act as a client, hosts having IP addresses 10.0.0.1, 10.0.0.2, 10.0.0.3 act as 
servers. The topology was created in Mininet emulation tool [11, 12]. We implemented web server on hosts 
such as h1 (IP is 10.0.0.1), h2 (IP is  10.0.0.2) and h3 (IP is 10.0.0.3). We installed “openload” testing tool on 
host h4 having IP address 10.0.0.4. It is a open source tool. We run a traffic based load balancer on SDN 
controller. Then our Openflow switch act as a load balancer. All the servers are connected with the Openflow 
switch as shown in Fig 6. 

Client will send a request to the IP address of  Load Balancer is called virtual ip. In our case virtual ip is 
10.0.0.254. Load Balancer will forward the request to server that is chosen with any load balancing policy such 
as ”Round Robin”, “Traffic Based Load Balancing”. Then server send a reply to the client directly or send the 
reply again to Load Balancer. Then Load Balancer send a reply to the client machine. In our case when client 
send a request at virtual ip then Load Balancer send that request to the server having lowest number of packets. 
Then server send a reply to the client directly. This means in return traffic Load Balancer is not participated in 
our strategy. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Load balancer architecture 

 

 
Figure 5. Direct routing 
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We compared our “Traffic based Load Balancing” with “Round Robin load balancing” strategy. We compared 
the strategies on the basis of  response time (RT), transactions per seconds (TPS), total number of requests. The 
tool to measure these parameters is “openload load testing tool”.   

Average response time of servers shown in Fig 7. In a graph y-axis shows average response time, x-axis shows 
number of concurrent clients. We can clearly observed from graph that average response time (RT) is better in 
our “Traffic based load balancing” than “round robin strategy”. 

Transaction per second of servers shown in Fig 8. In a graph y-axis shows transaction per second, x-axis 

 
 

Figure 6. Network topology 

 
 

Figure 7. Average response time in “traffic based load balancing” and 'round robin load balancing” 
 

 
Fig. 8 Transaction per second in traffic based load balancing and round robin 

load balancing 
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shows number of concurrent clients. We can clearly observed from graph that transaction per second (TPS) is 
better in our “Traffic based load balancing “than “ round robin strategy”.  

Total number of requests handled by both strategies are shown in Fig. 9. We can clearly observed from graph 
that our algorithm handle more number of requests than round robin algorithm. 

V. CONCLUSION 

Dedicated hardware that is used in traditional Load Balancer is very expensive and inflexible. SDN based 
Load Balancer remove many limitations of traditional Load Balancer. SDN Load Balancer is very cheaper as 
compared to traditional Load Balancer because in SDN with programming facility of control plane we can 
convert a OpenFlow switch (dumb device) into powerful Load Balancer. Another advantages of such Load 
Balancer is flexibility means we can change the functionality as per requirements. Main purpose of this paper is 
to build a load balancing application based on traffic. We also verify that it is very easy to create new applications 
in SDN network.  We  created Traffic based Load Balancer that use direct routing approach. We compared our 
algorithm with Round Robin algorithm. At the last we conclude that our Load Balancer is better in performance 
parameter as compared to Round Robin strategy. Single point of failure is limitation of our paper because we 
have use only one controller. So in future we can use more controller instead of one. In this case failure of one 
controller, the functionality of that controller is handled by another controller.  
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Figure 9. Total number of requests handled by  “traffic based load balancing” and “round robin load balancing” 
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